Abstract

Jordan Rupture of relation

The decision of dead king Hussein to Rupture of relation with west Bank wasn't an usual event. But it was expection event if you think of it. And it became study which need in All pages a scientific necessary in the Arab library in a book contain many elements. One of the most important element.

At first; The History of seeds Jordon – Palestinian relation from the year 1948 to 1994. Secondly; The reasons and conditions which make the king take this decision. Thirdly; The social, Culture and Economic results of this decision. Fourthly; The reactions around it which happened from the Arab – Israel Conflict members or from any effect power in this conflict. Fifth; The effect of this decision on the Palestinian case.

About first and fifth we must talk about three stages the Jordon – Palestinian relation. Passed by; In fact we can say that every stage from these stages had been active and negative effect. On the Palestinian case.

The stage 1948 to 1974 was a fight stage between Jordon system and the national Palestinian and the most important station in this stage in 1948 and what happened in fight between The Prince " Abdallah " and Haj " Amin El Hussein " The President of The High Arab association in Palestin when he confirm the general Palestín government. In the year 1966 was the withdraw between the king Hussien and the Palestinian Liberation Organization by the president Ahmmed El Shekiry. In the year 1970 – 1971 the fight between Hussien and Organization by President Arafat had been reached to bloody way. The stage from 1974 to 1988 it showed Co – operation and conflict also. It was balance but the
power with P.L.O more and the most Co – operate may be estimated between 1984 and 1985 at first.

The Organization held its national council in "Amman" in the year 1985 they signed Amman Agreement in - 11 Shabat – to move together. The Conflict time between them was in year 1974, when Jordon Confirm by the legal representation of the organization of the Palestinian people in any where in the year 1987 when the Palestinian National Council took decision of cancelled the agreement of – 11 Shabat – and the conflict of Palestinian negotiation in last 1987. The stage from 1988 to 1994 was the most important stage. When the king declared his decision it mean that he was sure by the legal individual which represented on the organization or the Palestinian people. This was very clear when the organization signed Oslo Agreement in the year 1993 and the king also signed "Wadi Araba" with Israel 1994. Talking about the king decision and its results to Palestinian people who lived in Jordon or who lived in West Bank will be understand by this study. In general we can say in exception of the social daily life and move problems from and to east Jordon and some people lost their source of earn. The decision not effect on Palestinian social or Economic life.

But the effect was in the psychology level for the Palestinian who lived in east of Jordon. The attempt to say that there was a certain reason behind the decision of king to cut – relation was un logical matter but in science was there are many reasons without evidence. As we say the trick theory or we say cut – relation was the king decision to worry and worse to P.L.O.

The reasons with evidences and it had logical analyzed too. We can say: First : The Palestinian negotiation and one of its meaning which joined in this study. This meaning that the negotiation was voted to loss trust of the king. Second : Jordon inner people which translation by Jordon press groups which aimed to reduced Jordon role in the West Bank for Concerting for the social and Economic cases for the internal
Jordon. Third; The plotically meaning which covered of shoulter failure before year of the Rupture of relation. Fourth; The weak of Israel work party to affected on the Israel policy. This party was very sermoney which decribed in London duement 1985. Fifth; The most important one. There was one who can understand and that this decision gained a plotical way which started in "EL Rebat" in the year 1974 and it based in "Algeria" in the year 1988.